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O R D E R 
   

   The State has preferred this appeal Under Section 78 

of the Odisha Value Added Tax Act, 2004 (in short, „the OVAT Act‟) 

against the order dtd.25.11.2016 passed by the learned Deputy 

Commissioner of Sales Tax(Appeal), Angul Range, Angul (in short, „ld. 

DCST‟) in first appeal Case No. 106211521000002, allowing the 

appeal and refund of Rs.1,89,369.00 against the demand of 

Rs.5,45,244.00 including penalty imposed to the tune of 

Rs.3,63,496.00 u/s. 42(5) of the OVAT Act raised by the learned 

Sales Tax Officer/Assessing Authority, Angul Range, Angul (in short, 

„ld. STO/AA‟) in his order passed on 17.01.2015 U/s. 42 of the OVAT 

Act for the tax periods from 25.03.2011 to 31.03.2014.  

2.   The brief fact of the case is that the instant dealer is a 

works contractor in the field of mechanical work. The dealer-assessee 

effects purchase and sale both inside and outside the State of 

Odisha. The ld. STO considering the Audit Visit Report (in short 

„AVR‟) submitted by the Audit Team confronted the findings of the 
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AVR to the dealer and verified the books of accounts produced by the 

dealer with reference to the explanations offered by the dealer-

assessee. The dealer-assessee is learnt to have received 

Rs.7,23,33,239.00 on the basis of actual work done so far as the 

work order awarded to the instant dealer by M/s. Air Liquide Engg. 

India private limited. The gross turnover of the dealer returned at 

Rs.7,23,33,239.00 was also determined as the gross turnover by the 

ld. STO. The taxable turnover, ITC claimed as per return and ITC 

allowed in the order stand at Rs.53,95,445.00, Rs.2,13,816.00 and 

Rs.2,05,842.00 respectively. The ld. STO determined the output tax 

at Rs.4,07,197.00 against the output tax admitted to the tune of 

Rs.1,19,899.00 as per return. Against the tax assessed to the tune of 

Rs.2,01,335.00, the dealer-respondent having deposited tax of 

Rs.19,607.00 was assessed to tax and penalty  of Rs.5,45,224.00. 

This led the dealer-assessee to prefer appeal against the order of the 

ld. STO on the grounds that the ld. AA has illegally imposed VAT on 

the consumables i.e. gas used in the execution of the work in spite of 

the fact that the property in such goods i.e. gas is not being 

transferred in the course of execution of works contract and so 

imposition of tax on such is a clear violation of the basic provisions of 

the law so far as the case of works contract is concerned. The dealer 

has produced yearly trial balance reflecting the actual value of the 

goods, property which is being transferred and imposition of penalty 

u/s.42(5) of the OVAT Act in absence of mens-rea of any evasion of 

suppression is incorrect.  

   The ld. DCST on careful consideration allowed the 

appeal and refund with the following observation “The learned 

assessing officer in his assessment order clearly stated that gas and 

electrodes are belonged to consumables as those are processed or 

consumed in the execution of work and electrical fittings are property 

transferable items. So, I find, imposition of tax and penalty on goods 

which are not coming under property transferable items is incorrect 

in the eyes of law. But the learned assessing officer has rightly taxed 
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on property transferable items such as electrical fittings. Also he 

correctly allowed ITC of Rs.2,05,842.00 as the dealer could not able 

to explain regarding ITC claimed of Rs.2,13,816.00. ... ITC allowed in 

assessment remains unchanged in appeal which is Rs.2,05,842.00. 

...” 

3.   Being aggrieved, the State has filed second appeal on 

the following grounds:- 

(i) The order of the first appellate authority appears to be unjust and 

improper. 

(ii) The first appellate authority has deleted the penalty and made the 

demand to refundable by stating that since the gas and electrodes 

belong to consumables as those are accessed or consumed in 

execution of work, so penalty is deleted. When statute mandates 

penalty there is no discretion with the first appellate authority to 

delete the same. 

(iii) The order of the first appellate authority may be set-aside for 

fresh re-assessment. 

4.  No cross objection has been filed by the dealer-respondent. 

5.  Mr. M. S. Raman, Additional Standing Counsel (C.T.) 

appearing on behalf of the State vehemently argued that ld. DCST 

has adjudicated that there was no transfer of property in gas and 

electrodes involved in the execution of works contract, thereby he 

erred in not deducting corresponding input tax credit as reflected in 

the table given in the assessment order [page-3] depicting the input 

tax of the respondent in respect of these two commodities. He further 

stated that while determining taxable turnover cost of consumables 

used in execution of works contract not involving any transfer of 

property in goods and actually incurred in connection with execution 

of the works contract, is required to be excluded from the turnover.  

He vehemently argued that use of the items gas and electrodes do not 

involve transfer of property as understood in article 336(29-A)(b) of 

the Constitution of India. Mr. Raman relied on the Judgment of the 

Hon‟ble Apex Court delivered in Gannon Dunkerley and Company 
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Vrs. State of Rajasthan (1993) 88 STC 204 (SC). He took the 

contention that these items do not form an identifiable part of the 

works contract executed. In other words, the property which is 

transferred will not be identifiable. He further took the stand that as 

nothing is transferred from contractor to the contractee, the cost of 

consumables would not form part of taxable turnover. [State of TN 

Vrs. Vijay Kumar Mills Ltd., (1996) 100 STC 213 (Mad)]. The ld. 

Additional SC (C.T.) brought to the notice of this Bench the definition 

of input tax credit as per sec-2(27) of the OVAT Act and Sec-19 

regarding net tax payable by a registered dealer and sec-20(3) of the 

OVAT Act in respect of allowance of ITC for purchases made within 

the State from a registered dealer in respect of goods intended for the 

purpose of sale or resale by him in the State. In the facts and 

circumstances of the present matter, the goods, namely gas and 

electrodes involved in execution of works contract are never intended 

to be sold and resold. He further brought to the notice of the bench 

the provision contained in Sec-20(9) and stated that as there is no 

transfer of property in goods occurred in execution of works contract 

in the case of consumables, the input tax credit availed in respect of 

purchase of such goods shall be deducted from the input tax credit 

admissible. He further argued that since the case falls  within the 

scope of section 20(3) and that the first appellate authority held that 

transfer of property in goods, i.e., consumables [gas and electrodes] 

would not  form part of turnover of the  respondent-company, he 

should have deducted that portion of the input tax credit in respect of 

gas and electrodes.  

  There is no response from the dealer-respondent despite due 

service of notice. As the dealer-respondent neither appeared before 

this Bench nor filed any cross objection we are going to dispose the 

matter basing on the materials available on record. 

6.  Heard the ld. Additional S.C. (C.T.) appearing on behalf of 

the Revenue, gone through the impugned orders of fora below, 

grounds of appeal filed by the Revenue and the relevant records of 
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assessment and appeal. On perusal of the assessment order it is 

marked that the ld. STO has observed at page-3 of the order of 

assessment as follows:-  

“This forum had taken gases and electrodes as consumables as they 

are processed/consumed in the execution of work and electrical 

fittings as property transferable items and have left out the other 

items of purchases as they are either capital goods or the goods 

which are not transferable in the process of work execution.” Further 

the computation of tax in tabular form given in the assessment order 

at page-3 runs thus;- 

Period  Gas Tax @ 

13.5% 

Electrodes Tax@ 

4/5% 

El Fittings Tax 

@4/5%  

Total 

Taxable 

Purchases 

Total tax 

2011-12 1459572 197042 1944592 77784 306093 12244 3710257 287070 

2012-13 1163155 157026    437455 21873 84578 4229 1685188 183128 

Total 2622727 354068  2382047 99656 390671 16473 5395445 470197 

 

The issue involved for adjudication in this appeal is whether 

the order of the ld. DCST is sustainable whereby the said 

authority retained the allowance of ITC for an amount of 

Rs.2,05,842.00 against the total claim of Rs.2,13,816.00 

determined by the ld.STO while reversing the findings that 

there being no transfer of property in goods, namely gas and 

electrodes involved in execution of works contract by the 

dealer-respondent? As the dealer-assessee is engaged in 

execution of works contract and evidently there was no transfer 

of property in gas and electrodes involved in the execution of 

works contract, the ld. DCST has erred in not deducting 

corresponding input tax credit as reflected in the table given at 

page-3 in the assessment order depicting the input tax credit 

availed by the dealer-respondent in respect of these two 

commodities. As the dealer-respondent has not effected either 

sale or resale but used otherwise (as consumables where there 
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is no transfer of property in goods occurred in execution of 

works contract), the input tax credit availed in respect of 

purchase of such goods shall be deducted from the input tax 

credit admissible for the tax period covered under the appeal. 

Thus, the order of the ld.DCST for the aforesaid reasons, 

warrants interference.  So far as the imposition of penalty u/s. 

42(5) of the OVAT is concerned the judgment passed by the 

Hon‟ble Odisha high court in Jindal Stainless Ltd. Vrs. State of 

Odisha and Others reported in (2012) 54 VST 1 (Orissa) is 

relevant. The Hon‟ble Court has observed that no discretions is 

left with the assessing officer for levying any lesser amount of 

penalty. Penalty is not independent of tax assessed. If the tax is 

assessed, imposition of penalty u/s. 42(5) is warranted. Hence 

imposition of penalty u/s.42(5) of the OST Act is upheld in the 

essence. 

7.  In the result, the appeal is partly allowed. The order of 

the ld. DCST is set aside. The matter is remitted to the ld. STO 

to re-compute the tax and penalty liability of the dealer taking 

into consideration the ITC availed as per the table at page-3 of 

the assessment order in respect of gas and electrodes for which 

the ITC is not found admissible in respect of the dealer-

assessee in accordance with the provisions under the law. This 

exercise is to be completed by the ld. STO within a period of 

three months from the date of receipt of this order.  

Dictated and Corrected by me, 

 

   Sd/-       Sd/- 
      (P.C. Pathy)               (P.C. Pathy) 

            Accounts Member-I          Accounts Member-I 
 

                   I agree,               
                             Sd/-        

                                         (Suchismita Misra) 
               Chairman 

      


